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Nick Hall returns in a riveting near futureÃ‚Â thriller. (A standalone novel, so no need to reread the

first two to refresh your memory).From the NY Times bestselling author whose books have been

downloaded over a million times.Nick Hall has revolutionary electronics implanted in his brain that

allow him to read minds--including thoughts, memories, and even intent. He can know the

passwords, future strategies, and innermost secrets of anyone he chooses, making him the most

formidable man alive. But his status as the only mind reader in the world is about to change . .

.Soon Hall is fighting for his life as he races to stop an unimaginably despicable terror plot. But his

problems are only beginning. Because when a member of his inner circle betrays him, and the

secret to mind reading leaks out, he is forced to wage war against a merciless mind reader of nearly

unequaled brilliance. One who will stop at nothing to kill Hall, his colleagues, and the woman he

loves. And one who is intent on ushering in a dramatic transformation of the human species--even

at the cost of billions of lives.Based on actual research on computer-assisted mind reading,

MindWar is a roller-coaster ride of a thriller. One that raises a number of intriguing possibilities about

a future that is just around the corner."Richards is a tremendous new talent" (Stephen Coonts) who

can "keep you turning the pages all night long" (Douglas Preston)"Richards is a worthy successor to

Michael Crichton"(SF Book.com)Near Future Science Fiction Thrillers by Douglas E.

RichardsWIRED (Wired 1)AMPED (Wired 2)MIND&apos;S EYE (Nick Hall 1)BRAINWEB (Nick Hall

2)MINDWAR (Nick Hall 3) -- New in 2016QUANTUM LENSSPLIT SECONDGAME CHANGER --

New in 2016INFINITY BORN -- New in 2017Kids Science Fiction Thrillers (9 and up, enjoyed by

kids and adults alike)TRAPPED (Prometheus Project 1)CAPTURED (Prometheus Project

2)STRANDED (Prometheus Project 3)OUT OF THIS WORLDTHE DEVIL&apos;S SWORD
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This, the third of the Nick Hall series, has the same qualities as the previous two: it's a thriller,

moved along with enough changes in the path of the story to make most heads spin. The character

support for the story is dependent upon in-depth constructions of Hall, the main protagonist, and

Victor, the primary villain. To his credit, Mr.. Richards portrays the villain with as much richness of

character as he does Hall, which has the effect of enabling many plot twists that would otherwise be

difficult to justify.Crafting of the story aside, I would be remiss if I didn't praise the amount of

research Mr. Richards devotes to his settings, both geographical and technological. He describes

places I know with satisfying fidelity, and this gives me confidence that the settings I don't have

personal experience with are as he portrays them. It is similar with technology: the entities I know

about are confirmed by in depictions, thereby providing me with education about those of which I

have not yet heard. I find this style most satisfying to read.Let me note, without risking spoilers, that

Mr. Richards has left the endings of his previous Nick Hall novels at least slightly open to extension.

This one is no exception to that practice; I expect there will be another Nick Hall novel sometime in

the future.

This is the third book in the series about an extraordinary man, Nick Hall. Nick can read minds and

also has implants that allow him to interface with the web with his mind instantly. The situations that

this creates are also extraordinary and page-turning. I found it almost impossible to put these three

books down! I've read all three of them in less than a week! I have found a new favorite author in

Douglas Richards. I have also read his book, "Split Second", which was a choice on Booksy. It was

definitely my best selection ever! I have gotten lots of great reads, but my first "new favorite"! Don't

miss out on these fantastic characters. Nick Hall and Megan Emerson and the rest of the THT are



amazing. I'll be waiting anxiously for their next adventure!

A very personal take away, I taught special needs children in late 1968 at a private residential

school. One of my students, a non-verbal boy named David haunts me to this day, He was brilliant,

understood verbal communication and was a brilliant drummer, Due to frustration - he acted out by

biting some of the other students, He was punished with a cattle prod - my job was to draw a magic

marker line on his arm every time he committed the offense of biting, David was zapped for every

mark that appeared, Long story short "brain to brain" communication would be a gift for students like

David and a better way of learning might save all the "Davids" of the world. I stopped being the

source of his punishment by stopping the barbaric action of marking his arm. Things did not end well

for either of us in that setting, but MindWar gives me hope that today would hold a better future for a

child like David. Enjoy this wonderful book and be enriched and amazed.

Another missile in the Nick Hall (our eavesdropping/telepathic hero) series painting the near future

where science draws closer to seizing total control of our lives (some may argue it is already here

now). Endlessly and effortlessly entertaining, as were the first and second episodes, buy these

books now and give up sleep for a few days.

A well-written series that keeps the reader invested, wanting more and ready for the next

installation. This series rings as something that is possible in this day and age of technological

breakthroughs. In fact, I just read an article that indicates there is a company working on doing this

right now.

There was so much going on in this novel and it was wonderfully constructed. Richards kept me on

my toes while rapidly turning pages. The characters are well developed, likeable as much as the

villains are hated. I highly recommend this book and series as I honestly had a difficult time putting

this down and thoroughly enjoyed the ride.

I loved a very dynamic plot with unexpected twists. All the characters are true to themselves. The

end was hopeful but I wanted a bit more. I guess, there maybe next book. I really appreciated the

latest research in mind reading and telepathic communications posted at the end of the book.

The third book in the series is just as mind blowing as the first two. I was already awe struck at the



conclusion of Part 2, this scenario was amazing and thought provoking. I can assure you that you

are going to love it. The remainder of the book maintains the same break neck speed that you never

want to put down. The way the book ends, leaves it wide open for a book four of the series, and I

can't wait.This is my 7th Douglas E Richards read, and I have never been disappointed. I actually

believe Mr. Richards should submit this series and other books of his to production companies,

because they would make amazing movies.My rating is an enthusiastic 5 golden stars.

AWESOME!!!
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